
Category Question Answer

Basic Rules

Can I place my deck and reveal my Leader card in any order? No. After you and your opponent place your decks, you will then

reveal your Leader cards to each other.

Basic Rules

Are there any rules regarding the order in which Life cards are

placed?

Yes, there are.<br>Place the card at the top of your deck so that

it is at the bottom of your Life cards.

Basic Rules

What happens to a Character when its power is reduced to 0 or

less by an effect?

The Character remains on the field with a power of 0 or less.

Basic Rules

Can I transfer a DON!! card already given to a Character to

another Character during the Main Phase?

No, you cannot.

Basic Rules

Can I play another Stage card if there is already a Stage card

on my field?

Yes, you can. You will need to reveal the Stage card being

played, pay the cost, trash the card already in the Stage area,

and then place the new Stage card in the Stage area.

Basic Rules

Is there a limit to the number of cards I can have in my hand? No, there is not.

Basic Rules

What happens if an effect that gives −10000 power is activated

against a Character with 6000 power?

The Character's power becomes −4000.

Basic Rules

What happens if 1 DON!! card is given to a Character that

currently has −4000 power?

The Character's power becomes −3000.

Basic Rules

Can a Character's cost be less than 0? No, it cannot. When a Character's cost falls below 0, it is treated

as 0.

Basic Rules

If a Character is on the field with negative cost and then

returned to my hand, can I play that Character at negative

cost?

No, you cannot. When a Character subject to some effects is

moved from one area to another, it loses the effects it was

subject to in the original area.

Basic Rules

Does 'with a type including "XX"' include cards with types such

as "Former XX" and "XX Allies"?

Yes, it does.

Basic Rules

Can I use a card with 0 cost if I have no DON!! cards in my cost

area?

Yes, you can.

Basic Rules

In the Refresh Phase, can I choose not to return a DON!! card

and leave it as given to a card?

No, you must always return DON!! cards to the cost area.

Basic Rules

What happens if the Character that is attacking or the

Character that is the target of an attack is moved to a different

area during the Attack Step, Block Step, or Counter Step?

At the end of each step, if the Character that is attacking or is the

target of an attack has moved to another area, the battle ends

without proceeding to the next step.

Basic Rules

If I use a Character with −2000 power to attack my opponent's

Character with −2000 power, who wins the battle?

Your Character with −2000 power will win the battle, and your

opponent's Character will be K.O.'d. If the card you attacked was

a Leader, your Character would also win the battle and you would

deal 1 damage to your opponent.

Basic Rules

I won a battle by using a Character with 0 power to attack a

Character with 0 power. Will my opponent's Character be

K.O.'d?

Yes, your opponent's Character will be K.O.'d.

Keywords

Can a [DON!! x○] effect still be activated if the card has more

than the specified number of DON!! cards?

Yes, the effect can still be activated.

Keywords

When returning DON!! cards to my DON!! deck according to a

[DON!! −○:] effect, can I return DON!! cards that have already

been given to my Characters or Leader?

Yes, you can. You can choose to return any DON!! cards from

your Leader area, Stage area, Character area, or cost area.

Keywords

Can I activate Counters of Characters on the field like [Counter

+1000]?

No, you can only activate the Counters of cards in your hand.

Keywords

Can I use a Counter to increase the power of a card not being

attacked?

Yes, you can. However, the effect will end at the end of the

current battle.



Keywords

Do I need to pay a cost to use a Character's Counter? No, there is no cost for using a Character card's Counter.

Keywords

Can I activate an Event card's [Counter] effect during my Main

Phase?

No, you cannot. You can only activate an Event card's [Counter]

effect during the Counter Step of a battle in which your opponent

has attacked.

Keywords

If I have 5 Characters and play another Character, when I

trash a Character, will its [On K.O.] effect activate?

No, it will not. The trashed Character is not K.O.'d, but directly

moved to your trash.

Keywords

Does [On K.O.] mean that this effect activates when the

Character with this effect is K.O.'d?<br>Or does it mean that it

activates when the Character with this effect K.O.'s an

opponent's Character?

The effect activates when the Character with the effect is K.O.'d.

The effect does not activate when the Character with the effect

K.O.'s an opponent's Character.

Keywords

If there are cards of the same name with [Once Per Turn]

effects, can I activate each of these cards' [Once Per Turn]

effects during the same turn?

Yes, you can.

Keywords

Can I play a Character card with an [On Play] effect without

activating this [On Play] effect?

No, you must activate the [On Play] effect whenever

possible.<br>However, if the effect has a cost, you can choose

not to pay that cost and play the card without activating the

effect.

Keywords

Does [When Attacking] mean that this effect activates when

the card with this effect attacks?<br>Does this effect also

activate when another card without this effect attacks?

This effect activates when the card with this effect attacks. This

effect does not activate when another card without this effect

attacks.

Keyword Effects

Can I use 2 or more [Blocker] effects in a single battle? No, you cannot. During a single Block Step, you can activate up

to 1 [Blocker] effect.

Keyword Effects

Can I activate the [Blocker] of a Character being attacked? No, you cannot.

Keyword Effects

When I activate a card's [Blocker], can I use a Counter to

increase that card's power?

Yes, you can.

Keyword Effects

When my opponent is attacking, if I have a [Blocker]

Character, do I have to activate that [Blocker]?

No, you can choose not to activate a [Blocker].

Keyword Effects

Can I activate the [Blocker] of a rested Character? No, you cannot.

Keyword Effects

Can I choose not to trash a Life card if I succeed in dealing

damage using a Character with [Banish]?

No, you cannot.

Keyword Effects

Can I choose to deal 1 damage if I succeed in dealing damage

using a Character with [Double Attack]?

No, you cannot.

Keyword Effects

When dealing 2 damage with [Double Attack], if this Character

loses its [Double Attack] or leaves the field due to a Trigger

effect from the initial damage, is the remaining damage no

longer dealt?

No, the remaining damage is still dealt.<br>Since the damage to

be dealt is fixed at 2, 2 damage will be dealt even if the

Character leaves the field or has their [Double Attack] effect

disabled due to a [Trigger] effect or for any other reason.

Keyword Effects

If my opponent has 1 Life card, can I win the game by using a

[Double Attack] to deal 2 damage?

No, you cannot.

Keyword Effects

Can I add a card to my hand without activating its [Trigger]? Yes, you can.

Keyword Effects

When I move a Life card with a [Trigger] due to an effect such

as "Add 1 card from the top of your Life cards to your hand" or

"Trash up to 1 card from the top of your Life cards", can I

activate that [Trigger] effect?

No, you cannot.<br>[Trigger] effects can only be activated upon

taking damage.

Basic Rules

If an effect states "up to" a specified number of cards, can I

choose 0 cards?

Yes, you can choose 0 cards.

Basic Rules

Can I activate the effect of a card with a specified target if that

target is not present at that time?

Yes, you can. However, nothing will happen in that case.


